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The objective of this paper is to derive an intimate relationship among three
important mathematical tools, namely: polynomial interpolation, Marcinkiewicz-
Zygmund inequalities, and A -weights. In particular, it is shown that minimump
separation of sample points on the unit circle together with certain uniform
A -weights generated by these sample points constitute a necessary and sufficientp
condition for the validity of the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund inequality evaluated at
these points, which in turn, is equivalent to the Jackson-type estimate, using the
Popov-Andreev module of continuity, of polynomial interpolation, again at these
sample points. Q 1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
< <Let U: z - 1 denote the open unit disk in the complex plane with
 4boundary T , and consider a family t : k s 0, . . . , n , n s 1, 2, . . . , ofn, k
real numbers that satisfy
0 F t - ??? - t - 2p , 1.1Ž .n , 0 n , n
 4together with its corresponding family z : k s 0, . . . , n , n s 1, 2, . . . , ofn, k
points on T , defined by
z s eitn , k . 1.2Ž .n , k
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In this paper, we will be concerned with the approximation properties of
the Lagrange polynomial interpolation operators L defined byn
 4L s L z , ? : A “ p ,Ž .n n n , k n 1.3Ž .½ L f y f z s 0, k s 0, . . . , n , f g A ,Ž . Ž .n n , k
 4with sample points z , where A denotes, as usual, the disk algebra ofn, k
all functions analytic in U and continuous on the closure of U, and pn
Ž .denotes the space of all complex-valued polynomials of degree not
exceeding n. To study how well the operators approximate we will use the
Hardy space norms
1rp¡ 1 2p piu< <f e , for 1 F p F ‘;Ž .H½ 5~ 2p 05 5f sp
< <max f z , for p s ‘,Ž .¢
< <z s1
for f g A, and the notion of ``mean module of continuity''
1rp¡ 1 p2p iut f ; d [ V f ; e , d du ,Ž . Ž .Ž .p H½ 52p 0~ 1.4Ž .
i t i t1 2< <with V f ; u , d [ sup f e y f e ,Ž . Ž . Ž .¢ w xt , t g uyd , uqd1 2
where d ) 0.
5 5The reason for considering the metric of measurement ? , p - ‘,p
5 5which is weaker than the uniform norm ? for studying the convergence‘
w xof L f to f , f g A, is due to a result of Vertesi 10 which says that for anyÁn
 4family z : k s 0, . . . , n of sample points on T , there exists some f g A,n, k 0
for which
< <lim sup L f z s ‘, a.e. T .Ž . Ž .n
n“‘
The first result on the convergence in U of L f to f for every f g A isn
w x Ž .Lozinski's theorem 5 , which says that when the n q 1 st roots of unity
v [ ei2p k rŽnq1. , k s 0, . . . , n , 1.5Ž .n , k
are used as sample points, then the Lagrange polynomial interpolation
Ž 4 . Ž .operators L s L v , ? in 1.3 , with z s v , have the propertyn n n, k n, k n, k
5 5L f y f “ 0, f g A , 1.6Ž .pn
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Ž .as long as p - ‘. An elegant proof of 1.6 for p s 2 was provided by
w x Ž .Walsh and Sharma 11 , and generalizations of 1.6 to rational approxima-
w xtion were investigated by Saff and Walsh 8 , and also by Sharma and
w x w xVertesi 9 . More recently, in a joint work with Shen 2 , we have estab-Á
Ž .lished the following result on the rate of convergence of 1.6 .
Ž 4 .THEOREM A. Let 1 - p - ‘, and L s L v , ? be the Lagrangen n n, k
Ž .polynomial interpolation operators defined in 1.3 with z s v . Thenn, k n, k
there exists some positi¤e constant c , such thatp
1
5 5L f y f F c t f ; , f g A , n s 1, 2, . . . , 1.7Ž .pn p ž /n q 1 p
Ž . Ž .where t f ; d is the mean module of continuity defined in 1.4 .p
Hence, if the derivative f 9 of f g A is a function in the Hardy space H p,
then it follows from the estimate
1 cp
5 5t f ; F f 9 1.8Ž .pž /n q 1 np
w xof Popov and Andreev 7 , that
cp
5 5 5 5L f y f F f 9 . 1.9Ž .p pn n
Ž Ž . Ž . .Of course the constants c in 1.7 ] 1.9 may be different. Therefore, ifp
Ž . Ž .the weaker estimate 1.9 in place of 1.7 in Theorem A is used, then we
have the following result, which reflects the ``sharpness'' of Theorem A.
COROLLARY A. Let 1 - p - ‘ and 1rp - a - 1, and consider the
function class
ay1a 5 5W [ f g A: f 9 rz s O 1 y r , r - 1. 1.10 Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .pp
Then f g W a if and only ifp
cp , f
5 5L f y f F , 1.11Ž .pn an
 4where L is the sequence of Lagrange polynomial interpolatory operatorsn
with sample points at the nth roots of unity.
The key technique in the proof of Theorem A is the Marcinkiewicz-
Zygmund inequalities
n1p p p5 5 < < 5 5c P F P v F d P , P g p , 1.12Ž . Ž .Ýp pp n n n , k p n n nn q 1 ks0
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Ž w xwhere 0 - c F d - ‘. See 13, p. 28 for a proof for the trigonometricp p
.polynomials.
In this paper, we let the roots of unity to perturb. In other words, the
 4 Ž .family of sample points z in 1.2 is allowed to be different fromn, k
 4 Ž wv . In this regard, let us first recall the well-known fact cf. Walsh 11,n, k
x. Ž .Chap. 7 which says that the Lagrange polynomial operators in 1.3 satisfy
5 5L f y f “ 0‘n
for all functions f analytic on the closure of U if and only if the family of
Ž .sample points z in 1.2 is uniformly distributed on T , meaning that then, k
 4 Ž .corresponding family t in 1.1 satisfiesn, k
2p k
max t y “ 0. 1.13Ž .n , k n q 10FkFn
Since our concern is the convergence of L f , f g A, we have to use an
5 5 5 5norm measurement such as ? , p - ‘, which is weaker than ? ; andp ‘
w xin our other joint work 1 with Shen, we showed that if the rate of
1Ž . Ž .convergence to 0 in 1.13 is O , then the interpolation operatorsn
Ž 4 . Ž .L s L z , ? in 1.13 have the approximation propertyn n n, k
5 5 5 5L f y f F c inf f y P , f g A , 1.14Ž .p ‘n p n
P gpn n
where 1 - p - ‘ and c depends only on p. On the other hand, we havep
1w x Ž . Ž .also shown in 1 that under the same rate of convergence O in 1.13 ,n
the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund inequalities
n1p p p5 5 < < 5 5c P F P z F d P , P g p , 1.15Ž . Ž .Ýp pp n n n , k p n n nn q 1 ks0
where 0 - c F d - ‘ and 1 - p - ‘, are also valid.p p
It turns out, as we will show in this paper, that by using the mean
module of continuity to measure the rate of L p-convergence of the
Lagrange interpolation operators, as in Theorem A for the special case
Ž .z s v , the validity of the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund inequalities 1.15 ,n, k n, k
 4for the general setting of z , is equivalent to the rate of convergence,n, k
1Ž . Ž 4 .t f ; , of L f s L z , f to every f g A, without any assumptionp n n n, kn q 1
 4on the distribution of the family of sample points z on T. Hence, then, k
Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund inequalities give a precise tool for the study of
the convergence of the Lagrange interpolation operators, when the mean
module of continuity is used to measure the error of approximation. It
remains to give a sharp characterization of the distribution of the family of
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 4sample points z on T for which the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund inequali-n, k
ties hold.
Ž . w x Ž w x.Motivated by our proof of 1.14 in 1 see, in particular, 1; Lemma 1 ,
we consider the following notion of uniform A -weights for the purpose ofp
characterizing the distribution of these sample points on T.
DEFINITION. A family of functions f g A is said to provide uniformn
A -weights, where 1 - p - ‘, if there exists some positive constant c ,p p
such that
1rp 1rq1 1p yqit i t< < < <f e dt f e dt - c , 1.16Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hn n p½ 5 ½ 5< < < <I II I
w . < <for all intervals I ; 0, 2p , where I denotes the length of I and q s
Ž .pr p y 1 .
 4We will characterize the distribution of z ; T by applying then, k
condition of uniform A -weights of the polynomialsp
n n
W z [ z y z 1.17Ž . Ž .Łn n , kž /n q 1ks0
 4 i tn, kgenerated by z . Since the uniform distribution of z s e on T , asn, k n, k
Ž .described by 1.13 , is also equivalent to the uniform convergence of
< <1rŽnq1. < <w z “ z , 1.18Ž . Ž .n
< <on all compact subsets of z ) 1, where
n
w z [ z y z , 1.19Ž . Ž . Ž .Łn n , k
ks0
Ž .the uniform A -weight condition on W in 1.17 may be considered as anp n
 4 panalog of uniform distribution of z on T for the study of L conver-n, k
gence of L f to f , f g A. The main result in this paper is the following.n
 4 Ž 4 .THEOREM 1. Let 1 - p - ‘, z ; T , and L s L z , ? be de-n, k n n n, k
Ž .fined as in 1.3 . Then the following statements are equi¤alent.
Ž .  4 Ž .i The family W as defined in 1.17 pro¤ides uniform A -weights,n p
 4and the family of sample points z satisfiesn, k
c
< <min z y z G , n s 1, 2, . . . , 1.20Ž .n , j n , k n0Fj-kFn
for some positi¤e constant c.
Ž . Ž .ii The Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund inequalities 1.15 are ¤alid for the
 4family z .n, k
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Ž . Ž 4 .iii The Lagrange polynomial interpolation operators L s L z , ?n n n, k
ha¤e the approximation property
1
5 5L f y f F c t f ; , f g A , n s 1, 2, . . . , 1.21Ž .pn p ž /n q 1 p
where c ) 0 depends only on p.p
The impact of this theorem to complex approximation theory is that
both the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund inequalities and the property of uniform
A -weights can be used to study the rate of L p-convergence of thep
 4Lagrange polynomial interpolation operators with sample points z ; Tn, k
Ž .  4which may be different from the n q 1 st roots of unity v . Forn, k
1Ž . Ž .instance, as mentioned above, since the O convergence of 1.13 impliesn
Ž .the validity of the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund inequalities 1.15 , the follow-
ing result is a consequence of Theorem 1.
 4 Ž .COROLLARY 1. Let 1 - p - ‘ and suppose that the family t in 1.1n, k
 4 Ž .that defines the family z of sample points as in 1.2 satisfiesn, k
2p k dp
max t y F , n s 1, 2, . . . , 1.22Ž .n , k n q 1 n q 10FkFn
for some positi¤e number d ) 0, then the Lagrange polynomial interpolationp
Ž 4 . Ž .operators L s L z , ? ha¤e the approximation property 1.21 .n n n, k
What is perhaps more interesting is that the ``continuity'' in p of the
property of uniform A -weights implies the continuity in p of the rate ofp
p 5 5L -convergence of L f y f , f g A, and of the validity of thepn
Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund inequalities, to be stated below. For this and
other nice properties of A -weights, we refer the reader to the importantp
w xwork 6 of Muckenhoupt.
COROLLARY 2. Suppose that the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund inequalities
Ž .1.15 are ¤alid for some p , 1 - p - ‘, then they are also ¤alid for all p,0 0
p y d - p - p q d , for some d , where 0 - d - p y 1.0 0 0
COROLLARY 3. Suppose that the Lagrange polynomial interpolation opera-
Ž 4 . Ž .tors L s L z , ? ha¤e the approximation property 1.21 for some p ,n n n, k 0
1 - p - ‘, then they ha¤e the same approximation property for all p,0
p y d - p - p q d , for some d , where 0 - d - p y 1.0 0 0
Ž .  4We remark that condition 1.22 on z is sharp in the sense thatn, k
Ãi tn, kÃ Ã Ž 4 .there exists some d ) 0, such that the operators L s L e , ? ,2 n n
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where
2p k d n¡ 2q , for 0 F k F ;
n q 1 n q 1 2~Ãt [ 1.23Ž .n , k 2p k n
, for - k F n ,¢n q 1 2
Ž .satisfy 1.21 for p s 2, but not for sufficiently large p or sufficiently small
p y 1 ) 0. In fact, we will show in the final section of this paper that
Ã5 5d ) 0 can be so chosen that we even have L “ ‘ for all sufficientlyp2 n
Ž .large p, and 1.21 fails for all sufficiently small p y 1, although it is
obvious that
Ã Ã5 5 5 5L f y f F L f y f “ 0, f g A , 1.24Ž .p 2n n
Ž .for all p, 1 F p F 2. This example also shows that the bounds d in 1.22p
necessarily tend to 0 as p “ 1 or ‘.
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS
We first derive a necessary condition on the distribution of the sample
 4 Ž .points z ; T for the validity of the order of approximation 1.21 andn, k
Ž .that of the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund inequalities 1.15 .
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 1. Let 1 - p - ‘. Then for either 1.21 or 1.15 to be ¤alid, the
 4family of sample points z must satisfyn, k
cp
< <min z y z G , n s 1, 2, . . . , 2.1Ž .n , kq1 n , k n0FkFn
for some positi¤e constant c , where z [ z .p n, nq1 n, 0
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that t s 0,n, 0




N [ y 1 ) n , 2.3Ž .
tn , 1
? @where t [ 2p and x denotes, as usual, the largest integer notn, nq1
Ž .exceeding x. Indeed, if N F n, then 2.1 is obvious. For each N satisfying
Ž .2.3 , set
z Nq1 y 1 z y zŽ . Ž .n , 1
P z [ . 2.4Ž . Ž .N N q 1 z y 1 z y vŽ . Ž . Ž .N , 1
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It is clear that P g p and satisfiesN N
z y 1¡ n , 1
< <P 1 s ;Ž .N v y 1N , 1~ 2.5Ž .
< <P v F 1, k s 0, 1;Ž .N N , k¢P v s 0, k s 2, . . . , N ,Ž .N N , k
as well as
P z s 0. 2.6Ž . Ž .N n , 1
Ž .As a consequence of the second and third lines in 2.5 , it follows from the
Ž .Bernstein inequality and the second inequality in 1.12 , that
5 X 5 1y Ž1r p.P F d N .pN p
Ž . Ž .Hence, by the assumption 1.21 and the estimate 1.8 , we have
c cp X 1yŽ1r p.5 5 5 5 5 5L P F P q P F N , 2.7Ž .p p pn N N Nn n
Ž 4 .where L s L z , ? .n n n, k
On the other hand, by using the notation
n q 1
r [n n
Ž .we have, from the first line in 2.5 and by applying Schwarz's lemma,
2r y z L P z y L P 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n , 1 n N n , 1 n Ns 2r v y 1 r z y 1 r r y zŽ . Ž . Ž .n N , 1 n n , 1 n n , 1
< <F 2 max L P z .Ž . Ž .n N
< <z srn
Hence, by introducing the notation
1
U nq z [ z q 2.8Ž . Ž .n n ž /z
for any q g p , we haven n
5 5 5 5L P s L P *Ž .‘ ‘n N n N
?
< <G L P * s max L P * zŽ . Ž . Ž .n N n Nž /r < <z s1rrn n‘
1
n yn < <s max z L P s r max L P zŽ . Ž . Ž .n N n n Nž /z< < < <z s1rr z s1rrn n
1 r 2 y 1 N q 1nG G , 2.9Ž .
< <2 e r v y 1 2 ep n q 1Ž .n N , 1
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p Ž w x.so that by a well-known result in H estimates see 3, Theorem 5.9 , we
obtain
1rp1
5 5 < <L P G c 1 y max L P zŽ . Ž .pn N n Nž /r < <z s1rrn n
cN
y1r p yn 5 5G cn r L P G . 2.10Ž .‘n n N 1q1r pn
Here and throughout, all constants, independent of n and N, are denoted
Ž . Ž . Ž .by the same symbol c. Hence, by applying 2.3 , 2.7 , and 2.10 , we have
2p
s N q 1 F cn.
tn , 1
Ž . Ž .In view of 2.2 , this yields 2.1 .
Ž .Next, suppose that the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund inequalities 1.15 are
 4 Ž .valid for the family z of sample points on T. In particular, 1.15 isn, k
valid for the polynomial PU g p uniquely determined by the interpolat-n n
ing property
1 for k s 0UP z s 2.11Ž . Ž .n n , k ½ 0 for k s 1, . . . , n.
Ž .Then by the second inequality in 1.15 , we have
5 U 5 y1r pP F cn ; 2.12Ž .pn
and by applying Schwarz's lemma, we also have
< U U <P z y P zŽ . Ž .n n , 1 n n , 0U< <max P r z GŽ .n n 2< <z s1 2 r z y z r r y z zŽ . Ž .n n , 1 n , 0 n , 0 n , 1
r 2 y 1 1nG G .i tn , 1< < 2 n q 1 t2 r e y 1 Ž . n , 1n
Ž .Hence, it follows from a similar estimation as in 2.10 that
1rp1
U U2 25 5 < <P r ? G c 1 y max P r zŽ .Ž . Ž .pn n n nž /r < <z s1rrn n
c
G . 2.13Ž .Ž1q1r p.n tn , 1
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Ž .On the other hand, using the same estimate as in 2.9 , we have
5 U 2 5 2 5 U 5P r ? F e P .Ž . p pn n n
Ž . Ž .Hence, combining this with the estimates 2.12 and 2.13 , we obtain
c
t G ,n , 1 n
Ž . Ž .which, in view of 2.2 , yields 2.1 .
Ž .We will next show that the condition 2.1 , on the distribution of the
 4sample points z ; T , already gives rise to certain inequalities.n, k
 4LEMMA 2. Let 1 - p - ‘, and suppose that the family z ; T ofn, k
Ž .sample points satisfies 2.1 . Then the following two statements hold.
Ž . pi For any complex constants a , . . . , a , there exists some f * g H ,0 n
such that
1
f * z s a , k s 0, . . . , n ,n , k kž /rn
and
ncp p5 5 < <f * F a .Ýp kn q 1 ks0
Ž .ii There exists some positi¤e constant c such thatp
pn1 1 p p5 5f z F c f , f g H .Ý pn , k pž /n q 1 rnks0
1<Ž . <Proof. Since 1 y 1rr z s , it follows from Carleson's inter-n n, k n q 1
Ž w x.polation theory see 3, Chapter 9 that it is sufficient to verify that the
Ž . 4  4 Ž .family 1rr z , when z satisfies 2.1 , is uniformly separated.n n, k n, k
w x Ž . 4Furthermore, by a result in 4, p. 300 , to show that 1rr z isn n, k
uniformly separated, it is sufficient to show that it satisfies
1 1 1
min z y z G c 1 y z , n s 1, 2, . . . , 2.14Ž .n , j n , k n , kž /r r rj/k n n n
as well as
1
< <1 y z F cr , 0 - r - 1 and z s 1, 2.15Ž .Ý n , jž /rn< Ž . <j , 1rr z yz -rn n , j
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Ž .for some positive constant c. The reason is that 2.15 is a condition for the
distribution
n 1
1 y z d ,Ý n , j zn , jž /rn , jjs0
Ž w x.where d denotes the Dirac delta at w, to be a Carleson measure cf. 4 .w
Ž . Ž .It is clear that 2.14 is a trivial consequence of the hypothesis 2.1 . To
Ž .prove that 2.15 holds for all r, 0 - r - 1, and all z g T , we need the
notation
< < 4D z , r [ j : j y z - r .Ž .
1 Ž . Ž .If r - , then 1rr z f D z, r , so thatn n, kn q 1
1
1 y z s 0.Ý n , kž /rnŽ . Ž .1rr z gD z , rn n , k
1So, we only need to consider r G . Let u and u denote, respectively,1 2n q 1
Ž .the minimum and maximum arguments mod 2p of the points on
Ž .  < < 4 Ž .D z, r l z: z s 1rr . Then it is obvious that u y u F p r. In addi-n 2 1
Ž .tion, by the hypothesis 2.1 , it follows that there are at most cnr q 1
w xnumber of z with argument in u , u . Thus, we haven, k 1 2
1 1
sup 1 y zÝ n , jž /r rr)0 n<Ž . <j , 1rr z yz -rn n , j
1 1
s max 1 y zÝ n , kž /r rrG1rnq1 nŽ . Ž .1rr z gD z , rn , k
cnr q 1
F max F c,
n q 1 rrG1rnq1 Ž .
and this holds for all z g T. This completes the proof of the lemma.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We are now ready to establish Theorem 1. We will first prove the
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .equivalence of ii and iii , and next the equivalence of i and ii .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof of iii « ii . Suppose that the order of approximation 1.21 is
valid for all f g A. Let P be an arbitrary polynomial in p , and considern n
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the functions f g A defined byn
1
f z [ f * z , 3.1Ž . Ž .n ž /rn
p Ž . Ž .where f * g H is given by i in Lemma 2 with a s P z . Hence, wek n n, k
have
¡f z s P z ,Ž . Ž .n n , k n n , k
n~ c 3.2Ž .p p5 5 < <f * F P z .Ž .Ýp n n , k¢ n q 1 ks0
By the uniqueness of polynomial interpolation, we also have
L f ’ P ,n n n
Ž 4 . Ž . Ž .where L s L z , ? . Hence, by 1.21 with f s f and applying 1.8 ,n n n, k n
we have
cp X5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5P s L f F f q f . 3.3Ž .p p p pn n n n nn
5 5 5 5But since f F f * andp pn
y11
X5 5 5 5 5 5f F c 1 y f * s c n q 1 f *Ž .p p pn ž /rn
Ž w x. Ž .see 3, p. 80 , we have, from 3.3 ,
5 5 5 5P F c f * ;p pn
Ž .and it follows from the second statement in 3.2 that
ncp p5 5 < <P F P z .Ž .Ýpn n n , kn q 1 ks0
Ž . y1This is the first inequality in 1.15 with c s c . The second inequality inp
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1.15 is a simple consequence of ii in Lemma 2 with f z s P r z , byn n
observing that
?
Un5 5P r ? s r PŽ . pn n n n ž /rn p
n 5 U 5 n 5 5 5 5F r P s r P F e P ,p p pn n n n n
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U Ž .where the notation of P introduced in 2.8 is used and the samen
Ž .estimate as 2.9 is followed.
Ž . Ž .Proof of ii « iii . We first recall that the Jackson kernels
41sin nr4 t? @Ž .2
K t [Ž .n ž /nr4 sin tr2? @ Ž .
provide ``optimal-order'' approximants P f g p of any f g A from p ,n n n
given by
2p 2pyi tP f z [ f ze K t dt K t dt. 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hn n n
0 0
For each k, 0 F k F n, let j be the integer between 0 and n so chosenk
Ž .that 2p j r n q 1 is closest to t . Hence, we havek n, k
2p j pk
t y F .n , k n q 1 n q 1
Let
M [ max a k : j k s l . 4Ž .n
0FlFn
Ž .Then for any f g A, we have, from 1.4 ,
1rpn1 p< <f z y f vŽ . Ž .Ý n , k n , jkž /n q 1 ks0
1rppnM 2p l p pnF V f ; , F ct f , .Ý ž /ž /½ 5ž /n q 1 n q 1 n q 1 n q 1 pls0
3.5Ž .
To obtain an analogous estimate for P f , we first observe that the meann
module of continuity is rotational invariant. More precisely, by setting
f z [ f zeyi t ,Ž . Ž .t
Ž . Ž . Ž .we have t f ; d s t f ; d for all real t. Hence, from 3.4 , by applyingt p p
w xMinkowski's inequality and Lemma 4 in 2 , we have
1rpn1 p< <P f z y P f vŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý n n , k n n , jkž /n q 1 ks0
1rpn12p 2pp< <F f z y f v K t dt K t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝH Ht n , k t n , j n nk½ 5n q 10 0ks0
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1rppnM 2p l pnF sup V f ; q t ,Ý ž /½ 5ž /n q 1 n q 1 n q 1t ls0
p p
F c sup t f , s ct f , . 3.6Ž .tž / ž /n q 1 n q 1p pt
Ž Ž . w x.On the other hand, we also have, from our earlier work see 2.12 in 2 ,
that
1rpn1 p< <P f y f vŽ . Ž .Ý n n , jkž /n q 1 ks0
1rpnMn p< <F P f y f vŽ . Ž .Ý n n , kž /n q 1 ks0
p
F ct f , . 3.7Ž .ž /n q 1 p
Ž . Ž .Therefore, summing 3.5 ] 3.7 , we obtain
1rpn1 pp< <P f y f z F ct f , , 3.8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý n n , k ž /ž /n q 1 n q 1 pks0
Ž . Ž . Ž .where c in 3.8 is the sum of the constants in 3.5 ] 3.7 that are also
denoted by c.
Now, suppose that the first inequality of the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund
Ž .  4 Ž 4 .inequalities 1.15 holds for the sample points z and L s L z , ? .n, k n n n, k
Ž .Then it follows from 3.8 that
1rpn1 1 p5 5 < <L P f y f F L P f y f zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýpn n n n n , k½ 5c n q 1p ks0
1rpn1 1 p< <s P f y f zŽ . Ž .Ý n n , k½ 5c n q 1p ks0
p
- ct f , . 3.9Ž .ž /n q 1 p
Ž .Hence, since it is clear from the definition of P in 3.4 thatn
p
5 5 5 5P f y f F c sup f y f F ct f , ,p pn t ž /n q 1 p0-tF1rn
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Ž .we conclude, by applying 3.9 , that
5 5 5 5 5 5L f y f F P f y f q P f y L fp p pn n n n
5 5 5 5s P f y f q L P f y fŽ .p pn n n
p
F ct f , .ž /n q 1 p
Ž . Ž .Proof of ii « i . Suppose that the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund inequali-
Ž .  4 Ž .ties 1.15 are valid for the family z . Then assertion 1.20 follows fromn, k
 4 Ž .Lemma 1. Therefore, it remains to verify that the family W in 1.17n
provides uniform A -weights.p
pŽ .For this purpose, we consider the space L T , w of functions f defined
a.e. on T with finite weighted norm
1rp1 2p piu iu5 5 < <f [ f e w e du - ‘,Ž . Ž .p , w H½ 52p 0
where w ) 0 on T is the weight function for this space. Hence, for the
constant weight w ’ 1, we have
5 5 5 5f s f .p p , 1
It is well-known that the Cauchy integral operator
1 f jŽ .
Cf z [ dj , z g U,Ž . Ž . H2p j y z< <j s1
is of strong type p y p; i.e. there exists some positive constant c such thatp
5 5 5 5 pCg F c g , g g L T , 3.10Ž . Ž .p pp
pŽ . pŽ .  4 Ž .where L T [ L T , 1 . To show that the family W in 1.17 providesn
w xuniform A -weights, we recall from 4, 6 that it is sufficient to show that,p
Ž .in analogy to 3.10 ,
5 5 p 5 5 p p < < pCf F d f , f g L T , W , 3.11Ž .Ž .p , <W < p , <W <p nn n
for some positive constant d , independent of n. To this end, we considerp
the Lagrange polynomial interpolation operators
1
UL s L z , ? 3.12Ž .n n n , k½ 5ž /rn
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Ž . 4with sample points 1rr z , and observe thatn n, k
W z g j djŽ . Ž .n UCg z s q L Cg z , z g U,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H n2p i W j j y zŽ .< <j s1 n
3.13Ž .
pŽ . pŽ < < p.for all g g L T . Hence, for any f g L T , W and setting g s fW ,n n
Ž .we have, by applying 3.13 ,
1rp1 p
p5 5 < < < <Cf s lim Cg z y L* Cg z dzŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .p , <W < Hn ½ 52pr ›1 < <z sr
5 5 5 U 5F Cg q L Cg . 3.14Ž . Ž .p pn
Ž .Now, by using the same estimate as in 2.9 , and then applying the first of
Ž .the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund inequalities and statement ii in Lemma 2,
we obtain
1
U U5 5L Cg F e L Cg .Ž . Ž .Ž .pn n ž /rn p
1rppn1 1 1
UF e L Cg zŽ .Ý n n , k½ 5ž /c n q 1 rp nks0
1rppn1 1 1
s e Cg zŽ .Ý n , k½ 5ž /c n q 1 rp nks0
5 5F e Cg . 3.15Ž .p
Ž .On the other hand, it follows from 3.10 that
5 5 5 5 5 5 pCg F c g s c f . 3.16Ž .p p p , <W <p p n
Ž . Ž . Ž .Hence, 3.11 follows from 3.14 ] 3.16 .
Ž . Ž . w xThe proof of i « ii is similar to the derivation in 1, Section 3 . This
completes the proof of the theorem.
4. LOCALNESS IN p
In this section, we will show that the results stated in Corollaries 2 and 3
are local in the sense that the restriction governed by d ) 0 cannot be
removed.
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Ãi tn , kÃ Ž 4 .Let L s L e , ? be the Lagrange polynomial interpolation opera-n n
Ãi tn , k 4 Ž . w xtors with sample points e defined in 1.23 . In our earlier work 1 , we
Ž .have already shown that the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund inequalities 1.15
Ã5 5hold for p s 2, but L f “ ‘ for all sufficiently large values of p andpn
Ž w x.some f g A see 1, Section 4 . Hence, in view of Theorem 1, it is
Ãi tn, k 4sufficient to show that the family W , with z s e , does not providen n, k
Ž .uniform A -weights for all sufficiently small p y 1 ) 0, although 1.24p
holds for all p, 1 F p - 2.
Ž . w xTo establish this claim, we recall from 4.9 in 1 that
ny« 0i t< <W e F « n q 1 , p F t F p , 4.1Ž . Ž . Ž .n 1 n q 1
for some positive constants « and « with 0 - « - 1, independent of n.0 1 0
5 7In addition, we also have, for p F t F p ,4 4
n? @i t i t y1 iŽd r nq1.2W e e y r v eŽ .n n n , ks ŁiŽnq1. t yny1 i t y1e y r e y r vks0n n n , k
n? @ y1 iŽd r nq1.2 r v e y 1Ž .n n , ks 1 yŁ i t y1e y r vks0 n n , k
n? @2 d'G 1 y 2 sin G « ) 0Ł 2ž /2n q 2ks0
where « is independent of n; so that2
« 5 72i t yny1< < < <W e G « 1 y r G , p F t F p . 4.2Ž . Ž .n 2 n 2 4 4
Hence, setting
n 7
I [ p , p ,n n q 1 4
Ž .we have, from 4.2 ,
71 1 «p 2p 4i t i t< < < <W e dt G W e dt G , 4.3Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hn n
5< <I p 4I pn n 4
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Ž .for all p ) 1. On the other hand, it follows from 4.1 that
p1 1yq yqit i t< < < <W e dt G W e dtŽ . Ž .H H nn n< <I pI pn n nq1
q« y1yq 0G « n q 1 , 4.4Ž . Ž .1
Ž .where q s pr p y 1 . Therefore, for all p, with
1
1 - p -
1 y «0
Ž . Ž .so that q« y 1 ) 0, we conclude from 4.3 ] 4.4 that0
1 1
1 1p qp y1r qit i t< < < <W e dt W e dt “ ‘Ž . Ž .H Hn n½ 5 ½ 5< < < <I II In nn n
as n “ ‘.
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